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ABSTRACT

Many researchers have been interested in application of mathematical methods to find analytical solutions of nonlinear equations and for this purpose, new methods have been developed. One of the newest analytical methods to solve nonlinear equations is Reconstruction of variational Iteration Method (RVIM) which is an accurate and a rapid convergence method in finding the approximate solution for nonlinear equations. By applying Laplace Transform, RVIM overcomes the difficulty of the perturbation techniques and other variational methods in case of using small parameters and Lagrange multipliers, respectively. In this study RVIM is applied for the effects of magnetic field and nano particle on the Jeffery-hamel flow. The traditional Navier-Stokes equation of fluid mechanics and Maxwell’s electromagnetism governing equations are reduced to nonlinear ordinary differential equations to model the problem. The flow field inside the divergent channel is studied for various values of Hartmann number and angle of channel. Finally the effect of nano particle volume fraction in the absence of magnetic field is investigated, too. The validity of RVIM method is ascertained by comparing our results with numerical (Runge Kutta method) results.


NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek symbols</th>
<th>Greek symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A *</td>
<td>Constant parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>Magnetic field (wb.m^-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>General nonlinear operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>Linear term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R u</td>
<td>The remained of linear operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Adomian polynominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(η)</td>
<td>Dimensionless velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ha</td>
<td>Hartmann number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure term</td>
<td>Pressure term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r, θ</td>
<td>Cylindrical coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_max</td>
<td>Maximum value of velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, v</td>
<td>Velocity along x, y axes, respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscripts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internal flow between two plates is one of the most applicable cases in mechanics, civil and environmental engineering. In simple cases, the one-dimensional flow through tube and parallel plates, which is known as Couette-Poiseuille flow, have exact solution, but in general, like most of fluid mechanics make some problems for analytical solution. Nonlinear partial differential equations are known to describe a wide variety of phenomena not only in physics, where applications extend over magneto fluid dynamics, water surface gravity waves, electromagnetic radiation reactions, and ion acoustic waves in plasma, just to name a few, but also in biology and chemistry, and several other fields. It is one of the important tasks in the study of the nonlinear partial differential equations to seek exact and explicit solutions. In the past several decades both mathematicians and physicists have made many attempts in this direction. Various methods for obtaining exact solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations have been proposed. Among these are the B’acklund transformation method, Hirota’s bilinear method, the inverse scattering transform method, extended tanh method [1-3], Adomian pade approximation [4-6], Variational method [7-10], The variational iteration method [11-12], Various Lindstedt-Poincare methods and others [13-15].

Many authors have shown interest in studying two-dimensional incompressible flow between two inclined plates. Jeffery and Hamel were the first persons who discussed about this problem and so, it is known as Jeffery-Hamel problem, too. After them, many subsequent analysis have been done for this flow discussed in many textbooks [1, 2]. We know that only a limited number of these problems have precise analytical solution. These nonlinear equations should be solved using other methods. Recently, numerical calculation methods were good means of analyzing the equations related to fluid dynamics and heat transfer, but as the numerical calculation methods were improving, semi-exact analytical methods were greatly developing as well. Most scientists believe that the combination of numerical and semi-exact analytical methods can also end with useful results. Therefore, many different methods have introduced to solve nonlinear equation such as decomposition method [3, 9] [13, 14] methods, variational iteration method and our special method RVIM. In 2009 Hesameddini and Latifizadeh [16] proposed a new method based on Laplace transform - Reconstruction of variational iteration method (RVIM) in which the correctional function of the variational iteration method is obtained without using the Variational theory. Therefore in this method the complexity in calculating the Lagrange multiplier has been removed. In this paper, we have applied RVIM to find the approximate solutions of nonlinear differential equations governing the MHD Jeffery–Hamel flow. After introducing the problem of the flow of fluid through a divergent channel by Jeffery [17] and Hamel [18] in 1915 and 1916, respectively, it is called Jeffery-Hamel flow. On the other hand, the term of Magneto hydro dynamic (MHD) was first introduced by Alfvén [19] in 1970. The theory of Magneto hydro dynamics is inducing current in a moving conductive fluid in presence of magnetic field; such induced current results force on ions of the conductive fluid. The theoretical study of (MHD) channel has been a subject of great interest due to its extensive applications in designing cooling systems with liquid metals, MHD generators, accelerators, pumps and flow meters [20-21]. The small disturbance stability of Magneto hydro dynamic stability of plane-Poiseuille flow has been investigated by Makinde [22] and Motsa [23] for generalized plane Couette flow. Their results show that magnetic field has stabilizing effects on the flow. Considerable efforts have been done to study the MHD theory for technological application of fluid pumping system in which electrical energy forces the working conductive fluid. Damping and controlling of electrically conducting fluid can be achieved by means of an electromagnetic body force (Lorentz force) produced by the interaction of an applied magnetic field and an electric current that usually is externally supplied. Anvari [24] studied the fundamental characteristics of linear Faraday MHD theoretically and numerically, for various loading configurations. Homsy et al. [25] emphasized on the idea that in such problems, the moving ions drag the bulk fluid with themselves and such MHD system induces continues pumping of conductive fluid without any moving part. Taking into account the rising demands of modern technology, including chemical production, power station, and microelectronics, there is a need to develop new types of fluids that will be more effective in nanofluid” is envisioned to describe a fluid in which nanometer-sized particles are suspended is conventional heat transfer basic fluids [26]. At the end a comparison has been provided. The numerical results of this problem are done by using Maple 12. Also this method applied to find the effect of nanoparticle volume fraction on velocity profile.

Figure 1. Geometry of the MHD Jeffery-Hamel flow
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Consider a system of cylindrical polar coordinates \((r, \theta, z)\) which steady two-dimensional flow of an incompressible conducting viscous fluid from a source or sink at channel walls lie in planes, and intersect in the axis of \(z\). Assuming purely radial motion which means that there is no change in the flow parameter along the \(z\) direction. The flow depends on \(r\) and \(\theta\) and further assume that there is no magnetic field in the \(z\)-direction. The reduced form of continuity, Navier-Stokes and Maxwell’s equations are [17]:

\[
\frac{\rho_s}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r u(r, \theta) \right) = 0 \tag{1}
\]

\[
u_s \frac{\partial u(r, \theta)}{\partial r} = -\frac{1}{\rho_s} \frac{\partial P}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \left( \frac{u(r, \theta)}{r} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( \frac{v(r, \theta)}{r} \right) \right] - \frac{\sigma B_0^2}{\mu_s} u(r, \theta) \tag{2}
\]

\[
u_s \frac{\partial P}{\partial \theta} - \frac{2 u_s}{r^2} \frac{\partial u(r, \theta)}{\partial \theta} = 0 \tag{3}
\]

Where \(B_0\) is the electromagnetic induction, \(\sigma\) the conductivity of the fluid, \(u(r)\) is the velocity along radial direction, \(P\) is the fluid pressure, \(\nu_s\) the coefficient of kinematic viscosity and \(\rho_s\) the fluid density. The effective density \(\rho_{ef}\), the effective dynamic viscosity \(\mu_{ef}\), and kinematic viscosity \(\nu_{ef}\) of the nanofluid are given as [7]:

\[
\rho_{ef} = \rho_f (1 - \phi) + \rho_c \phi, \quad \mu_{ef} = \frac{\mu_f (1 - \phi)^{2.5}}{\mu_c}, \quad \nu_{ef} = \frac{\nu_f}{\rho_f} \tag{4}
\]

Here, \(\phi\) is the solid volume fraction, \(f(\theta) = ru(r)\)

Introducing the \(\eta = \theta / \alpha\) as the dimensionless degree, the dimensionless form of the velocity parameter can be obtained by dividing that to its maximum value as:

\[
f(\eta) = \frac{f(\theta)}{f_{max}} \tag{5}
\]

Substituting Equation (5) into Equations (2) and (3), and eliminating \(P\), one can obtain the ordinary differential equation for the normalized function profile as [4]:

\[
f^{''}(\eta) + 2 \Phi \Re A (1 - \phi)^{2.5} f(\eta) f^{'}(\eta) + (4 - (1 - \phi)^2) H_a \alpha^2 f^{''}(\eta) = 0 \tag{7}
\]

Where \(A\) is a parameter Reynolds number and Hartmann number based on the electromagnetic parameter are introduced as following form:

\[
A = \left( I - \phi \right) + \frac{\rho_s}{\rho_f} \phi \tag{8}
\]

\[
\Re = \frac{f_{max} \alpha}{v_f} \tag{9}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{divergent - channel : } & \alpha > 0, f_{max} > 0 \\
\text{convergent - channel : } & \alpha < 0, f_{max} < 0
\end{align*}
\]

\[
H_a = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma B_0^2}{\rho_f \nu_f}} \tag{10}
\]

With the following reduced form of boundary conditions

\[
f(0) = l, f'(0) = 0, f(l) = 0 \tag{11}
\]

Physically these boundary conditions mean that maximum values of velocity are observed at centerline \((\eta = 0)\) as shown in Figure 1, and we consider fully develop velocity profile, thus rate of velocity is zero at \((\eta = 0)\). Also, in fluid dynamics, the no-slip condition for fluid, the no-slip condition for fluid states that at a solid boundary, the fluid will have zero velocity relative to the boundary. The fluid velocity at all fluid-solid boundaries is equal to that of the solid boundary, so the value is zero at \((\eta = 1)\).

2. 1. Fundamentals of Reconstruction of Variation Iteration Method (RVIM) In the following section, an alternative method for finding the optimal value of the Lagrange multiplier by the use of the Laplace transform [27] will be investigated a large problems in science and engineering involve the solution of partial differential equations. Suppose \(x \), \(l\) are two independent variables; consider \(t\) as the principal variable and \(x\) as the secondary variable. If \(u(x, t)\) is a function of two variables \(x\) and \(t\), when the Laplace transform is applied with \(t\) as a variable, definition of Laplace transform is:

\[
L[u(x, t); s] = \int_0^\infty e^{-st} u(x, t) dt \tag{12}
\]

We have some preliminary notations as:

\[
L[\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}; s] = \int_0^\infty e^{-st} \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} dt = sU(x, s) - u(x, 0) \tag{13}
\]

\[
L[\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2}; s] = s^2 U(x, s) - su(x, 0) - u(x, 0) \tag{14}
\]

\[
U(x, s) = L[u(x, t); s] \tag{15}
\]

We often come across functions which are not the transform of some known function, but then, they can possibly be as a product of two functions, each of which is the transform of a known function. Thus we may be able to write the given function as \(U(x, s), V(x, s)\)
where \(U(s)\) and \(V(s)\) are known to the transform of the functions \(u(x,t), v(x,t)\) respectively. The convolution of \(u(x,t)\) and \(v(x,t)\) is written \(u(x,t) * v(x,t)\). It is defined as the integral of the product of the two functions after one is reversed and shifted. Convolution Theorem: if \(U(x,s), V(x,s)\) are the Laplace transform of \(u(x,t), v(x,t)\), when the Laplace transform is applied to \(t\) as a variable, respectively; then \(U(x,s)V(x,s)\) is the Laplace transform of \(\int_0^t u(x,t - \varepsilon) v(x,\varepsilon) d\varepsilon\)

\[L^{-1}[U(x,s)V(x,s)] = \int_0^t u(x,t - \varepsilon) v(x,\varepsilon) d\varepsilon\]  

To facilitate our discussion of Reconstruction of Transformed Laplace Transform to both sides of the above equation so that we introduce artificial initial conditions to zero for main problem, then left hand side of equation after transformation is featured as:

\[L\{u(t,x)\} = h(t,x,u(t))\]  

Now, for implementation the correctional function of VIM based on new idea of Laplace transform, applying Laplace Transform to both sides of the above equation so that we introduce artificial initial conditions to zero for main problem, then left hand side of equation after transformation is featured as:

\[L[\{u(x,t)\}] = U(x,s)P(s)\]  

Where \(P(s)\) is polynomial with the degree of the higher order derivative of linear operator

\[L[L\{u(x,t)\}] = U(x,s)P(s) = L[h(x,t,u)]\]  

\[U(x,s) = \frac{L[h(x,t,u)]}{P(s)}\]  

Suppose that \(D(s) = \int P(s)\) and

\[L[h(x,t,u)] = H(x,s).\]  

Using the convolution theorem we have:

\[U(x,s) = D(s)H(x,s) = U_{0}(x,t) + \int_0^t u(x,t - \varepsilon) h(x,\varepsilon, u) d\varepsilon\]  

And \(u_0(x,t)\) is initial solution with or without unknown parameters. In absence of unknown parameters, \(u_0(x,t)\) should satisfy initial boundary conditions.

2. 2. Application  
First, we consider the initial guesses and auxiliary linear operators in the following form:

\[f_i(\eta) = a \cdot \eta^2 + 1\]  

Where \(a\) is constant, and we will calculate it with considering boundary condition in Equation (11). According to Equation (18) and Equation (7), we have,

\[L(f, \eta) = \frac{\partial f}{\partial \eta} = h(f, \eta)\]  

Applying Laplace Transform with respect to independent variable \(\eta\) to both sides of Equation (25), setting all the defined artificial initial conditions to zero and using the inverse Laplace Transform, following relation is achieved

\[f_i(\eta) = f_0(\eta) + \int (2a \Re A' (1 - \phi)^{2s} f'(\eta)f''(\eta) + 4(1 - \phi)^{2s} H_a a \phi^{-1} f'(\eta) f''(\eta) - a \phi^{-2} \phi'[\phi^{-1} f'(\eta)] f''(\eta)) d\eta\]  

At now we consider Equation (26), apply the boundary conditions to obtain the value of \(a\). By substituting this constant parameter in the obtained data, we will have:

\[f_i = a(1 + 1.017916667n^4)\]

\[= 0.25(2.48980625a + 4.3625a^2)\eta^4\]

\[+ 0.41949682708a^4\]  

The results of \(f_i(\eta)\) are shown graphically.

Plotted results are depicted at various \(a, Ha,\) and Re numbers and comparing our results with some earlier works such as ADM illustrated their excellent accuracy of RVIM which introduced as a reliable technique.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study the objective was to apply RVIM to obtain an explicit analytic solution of the MHD Jeffery–Hamel problem. At first viscous fluid \((\phi)\) with magnetic field effect is considered and finally nanofluid flow without magnetic field \((\phi = 0)\) is investigated. The magnetic field acts as a control parameter such as the flow Reynolds number and the angle of the walls, in MHD Jeffery–Hamel problems. There is an additional non-dimensional parameter that determines the solutions, namely the Hartmann number. For comparison, a few limited cases of the ADM solutions compared with the numerical results. The comparison between the numerical results and ADM solution for velocity when \(Re=25\) and \(\alpha = 5\) are shown in Table 1.

Figures 2 and 3 show the magnetic field effects on the velocity profiles for divergent channels. There are good agreements between the numerical solution obtained by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and ADM. The velocity curves show that the rate of transport is considerably reduced with increase of Hartmann number.
This clearly indicates that the transverse magnetic field opposes the transport phenomena. This is due to the fact that variation of $Ha$ leads to the variation of the Lorentz force due to magnetic field and the Lorentz force produces more resistance to transport phenomena. Under magnetic field the Lorentz force affect in opposite of the momentum’s direction that stabilize the velocity profile.

The results show moderate increases in the velocity with increasing Hartmann numbers at small angle ($\alpha=2.5^\circ$) and difference between velocity profiles are more noticeable at greater angles. Backflow is excluded in converging channels but it may occur for large Reynolds numbers in diverging channels. For specified opening angle, after a critical Reynolds number, we observe that separation and backflow is started (see Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field effects at constant $\alpha$ and different Reynolds numbers. At $\alpha=5^\circ$, Re=25 with increasing Hartmann number the velocity profile becomes flat and thickness of boundary layer decreases, but at this Reynolds number no back flow observed as it is shown in Figure 3(a). It can be seen in Figure 3(b) that without magnetic field at $\alpha=5^\circ$, Re=50 back flow starts, that with Hartmann number increasing this phenomenon are eliminated. By increasing Reynolds number the back flow expands so greater magnetic field is needed in order to eliminate it. It can be seen in Figure 3(c) and 3(d) that back flow is eliminated at $Ha=1000$ while at $\alpha=5^\circ$, Re=100 this occurs in $Ha=2000$.

Finally we consider a Cu-Water nano fluid flow and investigate effect of nanoparticle volume fraction. It is assumed that the base fluid and the nanoparticles are in thermal equilibrium and no slip occurs between them. The density of water is $\rho=997.1$ and density of Cu is $\rho=8933$. It can be seen from Figure 4 that increasing in nanoparticle volume fraction leads to increase in momentum boundary layer thickness as a result of an increase in the energy transportation the fluid with the increasing of volume fraction. Also it can be seen that increasing nanoparticle volume fraction as high values of Reynolds number and angle of the channel leads to start back flow (see Figure 4).

4. CONCLUSION

In this present work RVIM successfully applied to obtain an explicit analytic solution of the magneto hydrodynamic Jeffery-Hamel flow, also this problem is solved by a numerical method (the Runge-Kutta method of 4th order), and effect of adding nanoparticle in the absence of magnetic field is considered. In continue, comparison results via exact solution and the ADM's obtained results illustrated to us capability of RVIM. As we can see the RVIM has high accuracy and simple for nonlinear problems like Jeffrey – Hamel flow and finally present some graphs to depict at various $\alpha$, Ha, and Re numbers that more confirm this claim.
Figure 2. The ADM solution for velocity in divergent channel for (a) $\alpha = 2.5^\circ$, $Re = 25$ and $\phi = 0$. (b) $\alpha = 5^\circ$, $Re = 25$ and $\phi = 0$ and (c) $\alpha = 7.5^\circ$, $Re = 25$ and $\phi = 0$. 
Figure 3. The ADM solution for velocity in divergent channel for (a) $\alpha = 5^\circ$, Re = 25 and $\phi = 0$, (b) $\alpha = 5^\circ$, Re = 50 and $\phi = 0$, (c) $\alpha = 5^\circ$, Re = 75 and $\phi = 0$ and (d) $\alpha = 5^\circ$, Re = 100 and $\phi = 0$.

Figure 4. Effect of nanoparticle volume fraction on velocity profiles for Cu-Water.
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Sipari از محققان به کاربرد روش‌های ریاضی برای پدیدار کردن چاله‌های تحلیلی معادلات غیرخطی علاوه به شناسایی برای رسیدن به این هدف، روش‌های نوین به وجود آمده‌اند. یکی از این جدیدترین روش‌های تحلیلی برای حل معادلات غیرخطی روش باراسازی دوره‌های غیرپیمایی است که در پی آن کردن حل تقریبی برای معادلات غیرخطی متغیر کافی دارد و سریع همگرا می‌شود. روش باراسازی دوره‌های غیرپیمایی به کمک تبدیل لاگرانژ مشکلات روش‌های پرتوپیمایی و غیره روش‌های پیمایی پیر در خصوص استفاده از روش‌های بازسازی دوره‌های غیرپیمایی و نمونه‌ها بر جریان فیزیکی حصل به کار گرفته شده است. برای مدل کردن این مسئله، معادلات توده‌ای-استوکس و معادلات کاربردی فیزیکی معادلات غیرخطی دیرفریش‌می‌شوند. جریان پیمایی کننده کانال با نمونه روش‌های پیمایی پیمایی کانال را به مدل‌های بازسازی دوره‌های غیرپیمایی می‌گردند. یکی از این روش‌ها سیمپلیکس جواب‌ها و روش نیمداوی (روش راهکننده) برای جذب کردن‌شده است.
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